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(54) Locomotive wheel slip control and method

(57) A wheel slip control for DC series wound trac-
tion motor vehicles such as railway locomotives in which
each traction motor drives an axle and connected wheel
set. The control utilizes motor field shunting, also known
as field weakening, for providing wheel slip control.
Each traction motor has its field shunted by a small per-
centage, such as 10%, during normal motoring opera-
tion. In the event that slipping of a wheel set is sensed

by the control system, the motor powering the slipping
wheel set is controlled by opening the shunting circuit,
causing the motor's armature current and power to be
dramatically reduced, thus stopping the wheel slip and
allowing the shunting of the fields to be reapplied. This
permits the continuous application of a higher aggregate
amount of power over previous wheel slip correction
methods and apparatus.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to vehicle wheel slip con-
trol and more particularly to control of wheel slip for elec-
tric motor-driven vehicles such as diesel locomotives.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Diesel-powered railroad road locomotives
generally utilize an electrical power transmission sys-
tem involving a diesel engine-driven generator connect-
ed with a plurality of series wound traction motors each
driving a powered axle supported by and driving a pair
of rail-engaging wheels. A current system utilizes DC
traction motors with a control system that constantly
seeks to maximize the power delivered to the traction
motors, within the power capability of the engine, by ad-
justing the field current of the main generator. In cases
where wheel to rail adhesion is marginal, a wheel set
may begin to slip. A wheel slip control detects this slip
and promptly reduces main generator excitation, reduc-
ing output power to stop the slip, after which power is
reapplied. A result of this method of operation is that
power is reduced to all the traction motors powered by
the generator even though only one wheel set may be
slipping.
[0003] By contrast, locomotives may be provided with
AC traction motors that operate with several induction
motors fed from a variable frequency, variable voltage
inverter. This control system has two advantages over
the DC traction motor system previously described.
First, in the event of a wheel slip, the motor speed can
increase only a few percent until the rotation frequency
of the motor approaches the inverter supply frequency.
Prevention of a large speed increase during wheel slip
is inherent, requiring no constant monitoring of wheel
speeds as in the DC traction motor system. Also, the
power supply to a slipping motor is inherently reduced
by a much greater amount per unit of wheel slip than in
the DC traction motor system. Second, during wheel
slip, the power to non-slipping motors does not have to
be reduced. They can continue to operate normally. Be-
cause of these advantages, AC traction motor locomo-
tives can reliably operate at higher percent adhesion,
that is, closer to the point of wheel slip, than DC traction
motor locomotives as described above.
[0004] There are, however, other control schemes
whereby DC traction motor locomotives can operate at
higher percent adhesion comparable to, and perhaps
even better than, AC traction motor locomotives. One of
these uses separately excited fields for the DC traction
motor locomotives. Separate excitation has been used
on previous electric locomotives and was able to limit
slipping wheel speed to a few percent over nominal
speed and power to non-slipping motors was not re-
duced, much the same as with the AC traction motor

locomotives.
[0005] However, separate excitation for each traction
motor adds considerably more expense compared to
common excitation. A better and more cost effective
method of wheel slip control is accordingly desired.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention provides an alternative
wheel slip control for DC traction motor locomotives hav-
ing series excitation. The alternative control involves
motor field shunting, also known as field weakening, for
providing wheel slip control. With this arrangement,
each traction motor has its field shunted (bypassed
through a parallel resistor) by some small percentage,
such as 10%, during normal motoring operation. In the
event that slipping of a wheel set is sensed by the control
system, the motor powering the slipping wheel set is
controlled by opening the shunting circuit, increasing the
field current, and causing the motor's armature current
and power to be dramatically reduced, thus stopping the
wheel slip and allowing shunting of the motor field to be
reapplied.
[0007] In the past, field shunting has sometimes been
applied to all the traction motors connected to a gener-
ator in order to allow the locomotive to be operated at
higher speeds without exceeding the voltage limits of
the generator or traction motors. However, it is not be-
lieved that removal of field shunting has previously been
applied for controlling wheel slip in locomotives, and
particularly for controlling slipping of individual traction
motor wheel sets without affecting the power delivered
to other wheel sets in the locomotive.
[0008] These and other features and advantages of
the invention will be more fully understood from the fol-
lowing description of certain specific embodiments of
the invention taken together with the accompanying
drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing major
elements of a locomotive electrical power transmission
system including wheel slip control according to the in-
vention; and
[0010] FIG. 2 is a diagram indicating the effect of
shunting of the field in an individual motor to overcome
slipping of a wheel set.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0011] Referring first to FIG. 1 of the drawings, numer-
al 10 generally indicates the electrical power circuit for
a locomotive power transmission apparatus according
to the invention. Apparatus 10 includes a generator 12
which is optionally of the alternating current (AC) type
having a separately excited field, not shown, and having
its alternating current output connected directly with a
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rectifier 14. The rectifier converts the AC current to direct
current (DC) and is connected with the several DC trac-
tion motors 16 of the locomotive through a parallel circuit
in which the DC voltage supplied by the rectifier is ap-
plied to each of the traction motors separately.
[0012] Each traction motor includes an armature 18
and a field winding 20 which are connected in series. A
shunting circuit 22 is connected around the field winding
and includes a shunting resistor 24 and an electric
switch 26. The switch may be in the form of an electrical
contactor but could be a suitable electronic circuit in-
cluding a thyristor or one or more gated transistors. The
switches 26 for each of the traction motors 16 are con-
nected individually with a wheel slip control 28 which
monitors the speeds of the traction motor armatures 18
and is operative to open the switch 26 in the shunting
circuit 22 of any traction motor in which the armature
speed increases excessively, indicating that the wheel
set driven by the traction motor is slipping.
[0013] In operation of the transmission apparatus, the
separately excited generator 12 and the rectifier 14 pro-
vide power to the traction motors at a level controlled by
generator excitation which may operate the traction mo-
tors near the maximum permissible torque under the ad-
hesion conditions of the wheel to rail interface. This may
be determined, for example, by an allowed percentage
of wheel creep or speed differential between the speed
of wheel rotation and the relative speed of locomotive
motion along the rail, which provides a measurement for
controlling the excitation of the generator.
[0014] In normal operation, as shown in FIG. 2, the
shunting circuit 22 for each of the motors is connected
to bypass a small portion of the armature current around
the traction motor field winding, allowing the traction mo-
tor to operate up to a desired maximum speed setting
along an established speed-voltage curve 30. Should
any one of the individual traction motors in the transmis-
sion apparatus encounter conditions causing that par-
ticular wheel set to slip at a greater speed on the rails,
the wheel slip control 28, sensing the speed differential,
is operative to open the switch 26 of the associated
shunting circuit, cutting off the current bypass and send-
ing full armature current through the field winding 20 of
the motor.
[0015] The increased field current increases the back
EMF generated by rotation of the armature, causing the
current through the armature to decrease and resulting
in an immediate reduction in the speed of the wheel set,
as shown by the constant voltage line 32 of FIG. 2, to a
lower speed on the unshunted speed-voltage curve 34
of FIG. 2. The armature speed reduction overcomes the
wheel slip, returning the motor to a normal speed. The
shunting circuit switch 26 is then reapplied and normal
power is again delivered to the traction motor.
[0016] The control of wheel slip is thus provided indi-
vidually for each traction motor by the opening of a
shunting circuit switch and cutting off of field shunting to
the traction motor of the slipping wheel set. The result

is a greatly simplified wheel slip control apparatus which
may be provided for controlling wheel slip in DC traction
motor locomotives at relatively reasonable expense.
[0017] Although described in reference to a preferred
application in diesel railway locomotives, certain as-
pects of the present invention may also be applied as
appropriate in other electrically-powered wheeled vehi-
cles driven by series wound DC traction motors. Also, if
desired, the amount of field shunting may be made var-
iable for additional control of wheel slip or for other pur-
poses in various applications. This could be done in any
suitable manner, such as, for example, by using multiple
resistors or variable resistors in a circuit. Accordingly,
the following claims should be construed to include such
applications where not clearly excluded.
[0018] While the invention has been described by ref-
erence to certain preferred embodiments, it should be
understood that numerous changes could be made
within the spirit and scope of the inventive concepts de-
scribed. Accordingly, it is intended that the invention not
be limited to the disclosed embodiments, but that it have
the full scope permitted by the language of the following
claims.

Claims

1. Apparatus for wheel slip control of a vehicle having
a DC power source electrically connected to a plu-
rality of DC traction motors, each having a field
winding and an armature connected in series, the
armature being mechanically connected for directly
driving at least one drive wheel of the vehicle, the
apparatus comprising:

a shunting resistor connectable in a shunting
circuit in parallel with the field winding of each
of the traction motors;
a switch in each shunting circuit and openable
to prevent shunt current flow through the resis-
tor of the respective circuit; and
a wheel slip control operative to detect exces-
sive speed of any traction motor armature and
associated wheel, indicating a wheel slip, and
to open the switch, disconnecting the shunting
resistor and decreasing current through the as-
sociated armature, thereby reducing the arma-
ture speed to stop the wheel slip.

2. Apparatus as in claim 1 wherein said vehicle is a
diesel railway locomotive in which each traction mo-
tor drives an axle mounted on and driving a pair of
wheels.

3. Apparatus as in claim 1 wherein the switch is an
electrical contactor.

4. Apparatus as in claim 1 wherein the switch is one
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of a gated transistor and a thyristor.

5. Apparatus as in claim 1 wherein the DC power
source is an engine-driven generator.

6. A method for controlling wheel slip in a vehicle hav-
ing an engine driving a generator electrically con-
nected to a plurality of DC traction motors, each
having a field winding and an armature connected
in series, the armature being mechanically connect-
ed for directly driving at least one drive wheel of the
vehicle, the method comprising:

providing at least one shunting resistor con-
nectable in a shunting circuit in parallel with the
field winding of each of the traction motors;
providing a switch in each shunting circuit and
openable to prevent shunt current flow through
the resistor of the respective circuit; and
providing a wheel slip control operative to de-
tect excessive speed of any traction motor ar-
mature and associated wheel, indicating a
wheel slip, and to open the switch, disconnect-
ing the shunting resistor and decreasing cur-
rent through the associated armature, thereby
reducing the armature speed to stop the wheel
slip.

7. A method as in claim 6 including varying the amount
of shunting of the field current to vary the control of
wheel slip.
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